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seminar room 3

to rent as an event space
























Seminar room in Berlin's Mitte with 144 m² for up to 120 people


Seminar room 3 in the Hotel Aquino conference centre is the second largest event room in the hotel and offers you and your guests plenty of space for creativity and productivity. The quiet location facing the hotel's forecourt and summer garden is a particular advantage, along with the technical equipment, such as beamer & screen, sound system, podium or stage on request, air conditioning, etc.

Seminar room 3 is equipped with a design floor and can be individually seated. The "info corner" in front of the room is a particularly pleasant place for your breaks, exhibitions or receptions. A cloakroom and sanitary facilities are also located on the seminar floor, which is of course also accessible by lift.




Room dimensions


	Floor area:	144 m²
	Width:	12,00 m
	Length:	12,00 m
	Height:	2,80 m





Seating
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Facts


	Floor:	Design floor (vinyl)
	Air conditioning:	yes
	Daylight:	yes
	Column:	yes
	WI-FI:	yes
	Power:	230 V





Downloads


feature list | layout | Capacities of all rooms & prices






Virtual 360° tour


Take a look at our premises in our
virtual 360° degree tour.

To the tour










If you have any questions about Seminar room 3, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Ulrike Gnade

Director of Conference & Events


 


+49 30 28486 154




ulrike.gnade@hotel-aquino.de
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Martin Bartels

Banquet Manager


 


+49 30 28486 266




martin.bartels@hotel-aquino.de





      













[image: A secluded spot - right in the middle of Mitte. A little away from the hustle and bustle of the capital, yet right in the middle of it all - that's how the Aquino Summer Garden awaits you.]

A secluded spot - right in the middle of Mitte. A little away from the hustle and bustle of the capital, yet right in the middle of it all - that's how the Aquino Summer Garden awaits you.




Aquino summer garden
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Standard room with small balkony
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Lobby garden















Our event rooms at a glance
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Auditorium A

175 m², up to 190 people


 




more
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Auditorium B

75 m², up to 190 people
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Auditorium AB

280 m², up to 330 people
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Foyer

201 m², up to 300 people
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Seminar room 1

48 m², up to 45 people
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Seminar room 2

45 m², up to 45 people
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Seminar room 3

144 m², up to 120 people
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Conference room

32 m², up to 16 people
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Winter garden

36 m², up to 20 people
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Summer garden

200 m², up to 250 people
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VIP room

55 m², up to 40 people


 




more





      















Hotel Aquino

Conference Centre Catholic Academy 

Hannoversche Straße 5b

10115 Berlin


Tel.: +49 30 28486-0

Mail: info@hotel-aquino.de





Follow us on:
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Organically produced food








Book a room

book now




book 
 & 
 plan
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Plan your event
Plan here directly online your next meeting or event at Hotel Aquino






Book a room



Plan your event










            











Consent for cookies and similar functions
                    




Marketing

Show details
Hide details




Google Analytics
You can find more about Google's data protection information here
                                                                                                        







Essenziell

Show details
Hide details




Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request-forgery attacks.
                                                                                                        



PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                                                        








Save selection
Accept all



Our website uses cookies and similar technologies.

Firstly, they are necessary for the technical function of our website. On the other hand, cookies enable us to see which content is of particular interest to our visitors. This enables us to constantly improve our offer. For this purpose, pseudonymised data of website visitors are collected and evaluated.

You can revoke your consent to the use of cookies at any time. You can find further information on cookies on our website in our data protection declaration.
                                    






